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Video Systems in an IT Environment: The Essentials of Professional Networked MediaFocal Press, 2005
Audio/Video (AV) systems and Information Technology (IT) are colliding.  Broadcasters and other AV professionals are impacted by the transition to IT components and techniques. This is the first book to focus on the intersection of AV and IT concepts. It includes technology reviews and the tools to understand and evaluate key aspects of hybrid AV...
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Essential SNMP, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2005
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) provides a "simple"  set of operations that allows you to more easily monitor and manage network  devices like routers, switches, servers, printers, and more. The information you  can monitor with SNMP is wide-ranging--from standard items, like the amount of  traffic flowing...
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Juniper SRX SeriesO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Security is one of the fastest moving segments within the realm of technology. Whereas
	
		most technology is created to offer new services or products, security is created to prevent
	
		the abuse of these new products and or services. In today’s world, where we are
	
		always connected in ways that have never been...
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Router Security Strategies: Securing IP Network Traffic Planes (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2008
Router Security Strategies: Securing IP Network Traffic Planes provides a compre-hensive approach to understand and implement IP traffic plane separation and protection on IP routers. This book details the distinct traffic planes of IP networks and the advanced techniques necessary to operationally secure them. This includes the data,...
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10 Minute Guide to Microsoft(R) Access 2002Que, 2001
The 10 Minute Guide to MS Access 2002 quickly explains the most common beginning and intermediate level tasks an Access user would need. This book focuses on the most often used features, covering them in lessons designed to take ten minutes or less to complete. In addition, this guide teaches the user how to use...
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Computer Network Time Synchronization: The Network Time ProtocolCRC Press, 2006
This book is all about wrangling a herd of network computers so that all display the correct time. This may seem like a really narrow business, but the issues go far beyond winding the clock on your display taskbar. Carefully coordinated, reliable, and accurate time is vital for traffic control in the air and on the ground, buying and selling...
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IP Routing Primer (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 1998
A thorough guide to understanding IP behavior in a router-based networkLearn IP behavior in a Cisco router-based network from an expertExamine proven, effective troubleshooting techniques to eliminate the need for additional technical supportMaster IP fundamentals that everyone supporting an IP network needs to knowStudy visual explanations of...
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FreeBSD Corporate Networker's Guide (With CD-ROM)Pearson Education, 2000
"FreeBSD has been the secret weapon of serious network administrators for many years now and this book should provide a welcome introduction to those who have yet to discover it for themselves."
 --Jordan Hubbard, Co-founder, The FreeBSD Project

 FreeBSD is the engine that runs on some...
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Ethernet Networking for the Small Office and Professional Home OfficeMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
If you need to design, install, and manage a network for a small office or professional home office, the chances are that youll be using Ethernet, the de facto standard for most of todays computer networks. Both new and experienced network personnel alike will find this books in-depth explanations of Ethernet technology a valuable resource. ...
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IP RoutingO'Reilly, 2002

	
		This concise guide offers the basic concepts of IP routing, free of hype and jargon. It begins with the simplest routing protocol, RIP, and then proceeds, in order of complexity, to IGRP, EIGRP, RIP2, OSPF, and finally to BGP. New concepts are presented one at a time in successive chapters. By the end, you will have mastered not only...
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Cisco Networks: Engineers' Handbook of Routing, Switching, and Security with IOS, NX-OS, and ASAApress, 2015

	This book is a concise one-stop desk reference and synopsis of basic knowledge and skills for Cisco certification prep. For beginning and experienced network engineers tasked with building LAN, WAN, and data center connections, this book lays out clear directions for installing, configuring, and troubleshooting networks with Cisco devices....
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Hardening Cisco Routers (O'Reilly Networking)O'Reilly, 2002

	Master one single topic, and everything becomes clearer.


	The field of network security is a huge subject. To be a network security expert, you must be an expert on routers, switches, hubs, firewalls, intrusion detection systems (IDS), servers, desktops, email, HTTP, instant messages, sniffers, and a thousand other topics. There are...
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